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Acronyms
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Discrete Cosine Transform
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Discrete Fourier Transform
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Fast Fourier Transform
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Karhunen-Loeve Transform

MSE

Mean Square Error
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Principal Component Analysis
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Power Spectrum Density
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Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio

SoC

System on Chip

SVD

Singular Value Decomposition

WT

Wavelet Transform
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Abstract
The purpose of this project work is to make research on WT (Wavelet transform) and
KLT (Karhunen-Loeve transform). Now, WT has been widely used, it often compare
with FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) which is the mainstream algorithm. The KLT is
not as popular as WT, the reason caused by its different mathematical structure. The
thesis verifies the denoise ability of WT, through a series of classic non-stationary
signals. The KLT of the simulation is mainly investigated the ability of de-correlation.
The main purpose is to improve these two algorithms which is use the joint of WT
and KLT. The emulation result is that the joint algorithm is better in improved the
PSNR and denoising, which comparing with the single algorithm. And the most
important is reducing the dimensions of KLT which reduce the difficulty of using KLT.
The thesis will give a thorough explanation of WT and KLT, and also achieve the
realization of MATLAB-based.
Key Word: WT, KLT, MATLAB
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In nowadays, it is important to process the signal in our embedded system and the step
that we select the good performance chip becomes a very important part of the system
design. Thanks to the signal processing technology development, which show a lot of
methods in the signal processing area. Signal processing is an area of systems
engineering, electrical engineering and applied mathematics that deals with operations
on or analysis of signals, in either discrete or continuous time. [1] According to Alan V.
Oppenheim and Ronald W. Schafer, the principles of signal processing can be found
in the classical numerical analysis techniques of the 17th century. They further state
that the "digitalization" or digital refinement of these techniques can be found in the
digital control systems of the 1940s and 1950s. [2]
Signals of interest can include sound, images, time-varying measurement values
and sensor data. Signals are analog or digital electrical representations of time-varying
or spatial-varying physical quantities. Processing of signals includes the following
operations and algorithms with application examples: Filter, Smoothing, Spectrum
analysis, Wavelet synthesis, Prediction. [3] The meaning that should pay attention to
this area is the technology which developed dramatically. In the signal processing
techniques, many engineers know Fourier Transform quite well. The Fourier
transform is
a
mathematical
operation
with
many
applications
in physics and engineering that expresses a mathematical function of time as a
function of frequency, known as its frequency spectrum. Fourier's theorem guarantees
that this can always be done. [4] After the Fourier Transform, there are a lot of new
algorithm had been developed, such as Z Transform, Laplace Transform, FFT and etc.
After decades of years passing, the FFT had been the most popular algorithm to solve
the signal processing among the engineers. [5]
The thesis focused on two young but promising signal processing algorithms. One of
them is WT and another is KLT, in some paper is called Hotelling transform. WT are
functions that satisfy the mathematical requirements and are used in the data analysis
and other functions. Because of significant data analysis, WT is called the microscope
in the mathematic world. Turn to the KLT, now we consider the KLT which is closely
related to the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and widely used in data analysis
in many fields. The most remarkable ability of this algorithm is the de-correlation.
KLT now has a great performance in the image processing. The destiny of replacing
FFT for WT and KLT will be promising.
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1.2 Motivation
In this contemporary society, people are more and more relying on SoC (System on
Chip). The most difficult thing for the embedded system designer is that they need to
select a good performance chip. And the chip need has low power cost and easy
realization. The problem in this field that limits the designer is the suitable integrate
circus design and the significant chip ability with the wide range of its application.
Now the question is coming, in this day, the data and the signal become more and
more complex and with range of the application increasable, more and more issues are
not occurring in front of our engineers. The FFT cannot satisfy the requirements that
were mentioned by the engineer forever. The new method to process the signal is
exciting.
This is the reason for choosing the topic is the interests in this field. After some weeks
of investigation, it shows that the WT and KLT will play a very important role in the
signal processing in the future. The first advantage of KLT is that the de-correlation
and energy concentration. So in some reference it was called “the best transform”[28].
Turn to the WT, the first point is that the WT has more widely range of application
and faster than the FFT transform. With the famous name of “microscope in the
mathematic”, the accuracy of this algorithm is also much greater than the FFT. So WT
can process the signal more accuracy and better than FFT, for example de-noising.
And it is not hard to integrate the algorithm into the signal processor and with the
suitable integrate circus, it can be good production offering new way to the designer
but this process cost too much time. So in this thesis the MATLAB is used for
simulation.

1.3 Previous work on MATLAB
MATLAB is a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis,
visualization, and numerical computation. [6] Using MATLAB can solve technical
computing problems faster than with traditional programming languages, such as C,
C++, and Fortran.
MATLAB will be used in a wide range of applications, including signal and image
processing, communications, control design, test and measurement, financial
modeling and analysis, and computational biology. For a million engineers and
scientists in industry and academia, MATLAB is the language of technical computing.
In this thesis, MATLAB is used to simulate the process of signal adding noise, signal
de-noising, picture processing and de-correlation ability of KLT. Through this
experiment can help the others understand what have been done.
8

1.4 Thesis outline
In this thesis, the KLT and WT are performed on different signals to illustrate its
effects. The idea on how to de-correlate signals and denoise signal by the jointly
algorithm is proposed and tested. To say it briefly, the WT will focus on the denosing
part and the KLT will focus on the reconstruction part. And verify the denoise ability
of WT and reconstructed ability of KLT in each Chapter. There are many functions of
these two transforms, so should consider the function. Because it is not be used in the
jointly transform. Measurement and simulation results with the same parameters, such
as the some dB noise and the frequencies, are presented. An outline of the thesis
report is as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a detailed mathematical description of the WT, how it de-noising
signals and why it calculates much faster and accuracy. Furthermore, the WT is
compared with the FFT and the DFT. The most important difference is the
computational complexity. The performance of these transforms in terms of
advantages and shortcomings are provided and analyzed.
In Chapter 3, it gives a detailed mathematical description of the KLT, how it
reconstructs signals and why it minimizes the MSE. Furthermore, the KLT is
compared with the DFT and the DCT. The most important difference is the
computational complexity. The performance of these transforms in terms of
advantages and shortcomings are provided and analyzed.
In Chapter 4, the KLT and WT will be given some useful cases, and illustrate whether
these two algorithms are really has the denoise ability and reconstructed ability for
each one and whether they are good enough to be considered using, while comparing
with the FFT or some other transforms. In the MATLAB part, simulating the
algorithm and processing some signals to show how it works and verify it works and
give the results. If the simulations result is satisfied with the requirements, which will
consider to combine them.
In Chapter 5, the joint algorithm will be given and two group cases with different dB
noise picture will test whether the combination is working while comparing with KLT
and WT alone.
In Chapter 6, the main conclusions drawn from the results are summarized
In Chapter 7, the future work that can be studied as extension is stated.
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2 Introduction to the WT
2.1 Mathematic description of the WT
2.1.1 The concept of the wavelet
The fundamental idea behind wavelets is to analyze through the scale. In fact, some
engineers in the wavelet field feel that, by using wavelets, one is adopting a whole
new mindset or perspective in processing data. [7]
Wavelets are functions that satisfy certain mathematical requirements and are used in
representing data or other functions. This idea is not completely new. Approximation
using the functions has been born since the early 1800's, when Joseph Fourier
discovered that he could superpose sines and cosines to represent other functions.
However, in wavelet analysis, the scale that used to look at data plays an important
role. Wavelet algorithms process data at different scales or resolutions. Looking at a
signal with a large “window," that would notice global features. Similarly, looking at
a signal with a small “window," that would notice localized features.
This makes wavelets interesting and useful. For many decades, scientists have wanted
more appropriate functions than the sines and cosines which comprise the bases of
Fourier analysis, to approximate choppy signals. By their definition, these functions
are non-local (and stretch out to infinity). They therefore do a very poor job in
approximating sharp spikes. But with wavelet analysis that use approximating
functions that are contained neatly in finite domains. Wavelets are well-suited for
approximating data with sharp discontinuities. [8] The following part will introduce
some basic WTs to explain this new technology.
Firstly, discuss the one-dimensional continuous WT (1D-CWT). WT is a local
transform of the space (time) and frequency, which can extract the information from
the signal effectively. Through the dilation and translation functions, the WT
processes the functions and signals with multi-scale refinement analysis so that it can
solve the problem that cannot be solved in the Fourier transform. The definition of
wavelet is as its name, it means the small waves, so-called small wave means that the
wave has to decay and in a very smaller area.
In the beginning of this introduction we will discuss the wavelet firstly. If Ψ(t) is a
measurable and square integral function with the finite energy, hence, Ψ(t)∈L2 (R),
(Here, L2(R) is the vector space of Ψ(t), R is the set of the real number), and its
Fourier spectrum
Ψ(ω) = [Ψ(t)]2 =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(2.1)
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Satisfies
CΨ

=

Fel!

Hittar

inte

referenskälla.

(2.2)
then, is called as a Mother wavelet.
According to the definition of wavelet, the function of Ψ(t) should have the
characteristics of oscillation and the rapid decay:
(1) Admissibility condition of wavelet
The domain of wavelet should be compact support and the value out of the function
should be zero in a small region, which is called downhill features. This result gets
from the CΨ =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla., because the CΨ is finite which means
that Ψ(t) has the continuous integrable and downhill features. And that is why wavelet
is called small wave.
(2) The DC component of wavelet is 0.
Ψ(ω) =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. = 0,
(2.3)
This is also got from the CΨ =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla., because when the ω = 0,
CΨ should be finite, as the ω is on the denominator position so that it requires the Ψ(ω)
should be zero. When the DC part becomes zero, it means that the value on the t-axis
can be positive or negative which can assure the integral will be zero. Hence, it should
have the fluctuation feature of position and negative alternating. In fact, from the
former conclusion can get another characteristic which is called “vanishing moments”.
This requires that the first N order origin moments should be zero. Hence,
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(2.4)
p
Obviously, it has been illustrated that the integral of t will be zero in the t-axis. So the
equation is established. This means that will be orthogonal with arbitrary n-1 order
polynomial which is known that the wavelet has n order vanishing moments. In the
frequency domain that is Ψ (ω) has higher order zero at x = 0 which is also the
admissibility conditions of zero order:
Ψ(ω) = (-iω)n Ψ0(ω), Ψ0(ω = 0) ≠ 0
(2.5)
If the Ψ(t) can satisfy the condition of vanishing moments, then it will make the
wavelet coefficient be zero as many as possible. This point is what the engineers want
when they make data compression or signal denoise. The more vanishing moments
the more wavelet coefficient will be zero.

2.1.2 CWT (Continuous Wavelet Transform)
If the ƒ(t) is a measurable and square integrable function with finite energy, hence,
ƒ(t)∈L2 (R), L2 (R) is the vector space of ƒ(t), R is the set of real numbers. Then the
Continuous WT is defined as the inner product of the signal f (t) and wavelet basis
function:
12

Wƒ(a,b) = [ƒ(t),Ψa,b(t)] = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. = Fel! Hittar inte
referenskälla.
(2.6)
2
Where, a>0, ƒ(t)∈L (R). The Wƒ(a,b) is called the WT coefficient.
In this WT, is the plural conjugate function of the Ψa,b(t). In the mathematic, the inner
product stands for the similar level of two functions. Hence, the above the function
shows the similar between the ƒ(t) and Ψa,b(t). In the function (6), the Ψa,b(t) is:
Ψa,b(t) = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.Ψ(Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.)
(2.7)
Function (7) is called the wavelet or wavelet basic function. In fact, it is a series
functions { Ψa,b(t) } which comes from the mother wavelet (Ψ(t)) through the dilation
and translation. And because the a and the b can be changed continuously, the
function (7) is the expression of CWT. In this function, a is the real number, it stands
for the scale of the wavelet function. For example, a is bigger than 1, that means the
cycle of this wavelet has been expanded, which also means that more wide Ψ(t) is
used to observes the ƒ(t). As same as the former principle, if the a is between zero and
one, which means the scale of the function has been reduced. The narrow wavelet is
used to observes the ƒ(t). Turn to another variable b, b is also a real number. The
function of b is that it will decide the position of Ψ(t) on the t-axis. If the position of b
is changed, then the analysis result of the wavelet will also be changed. The reason is
that wavelet is usually analyzed around the position of point b, hence, the centre of
the wavelet function is the point b.
As the same as the Fourier transform has the inverse Fourier transform, the WT also
has the inverse transform. Just like the other integral transform, the inverse WT is
only made sense under the condition that its inverse transform exists. And according
to the Grossmann and Morlet point, when the ƒ(t) satisfies the condition Ψ(t)∈L2 (R),
then the expression of the inverse CWT:
ƒ(t) =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(2.8)
In conclusion, the WT is a kind of integral transform. It is similar with the Fourier
transform that use the e-jωt as the basic to analyze the ƒ(t), the WT used the wavelet
basic function to analyze the ƒ(t). Because the WT has the scale factor a and the
orientation factor b. After the transform, it means that a time function will be
projected onto a 2D scale plane which is quite easy to extract some nature features
from the signal functions.

2.1.3 DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform)
Discrete Wavelet Transform, which is short for DWT, can be derived from the CWT.
In the following part, the process will be introduced in this essay. According to the
equation of the inverse CWT,
ƒ(t) =Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(2.9)
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From the equation can get the information that the signal ƒ(t) can be reconstructed
accurately from its WT Wƒ(a,b). From another perspective, the signal is decomposed
according to the “wavelet basic” Ψa,b(t). And the factor is the WT, the wavelet basic is
changed with the factor a and b, which means that there will be redundant among the
each of these wavelet basic. That will lead to the correlation among them. To descend
the correlation among them, it is necessary to find a mutually orthogonal basic
function in the function family {Ψa,b(t)}, and through the factors (a, b) discrete this
problem can be solved. One important point to be announced here is that only the
scale factor and the position factor (a,b) discrete but not the time (t) of the ƒ(t).
Firstly, the discrete of scale factor a will be discussed.
Normally, a=, j = ...-2,-1,0,1,2… >1. Corresponding to the wavelet:
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. ΨFel! Hittar inte
referenskälla. = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.Ψ(Fel! Hittar inte
referenskälla.(t-b))
(2.10)
The equation given above is the discrete of scale factor a. And now the position factor
of b will also be given in the following.
Considering a suitable number ∈R (R is the set of real number), when j=0, it can
make the expression Ψ(t-k) (k = …-2,-1,01,2,…) cover all the t-axis and without the
information lost. Corresponding to the scale factor a=, j = ...-2,-1, 0, 1, 2… >1,
because the width of Ψ((t-b)) in t-axis is times than the width of wavelet basic
function . Therefore, if the sampling interval expands will cause no information lost
and now the position factor is b =. Combination the right expression in the function
(2.9), we will get the discrete WT expression:
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. ΨFel! Hittar inte referenskälla. =
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.Ψ(Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.(t-kb)),
j, k∈Z
(2.11)
After the position change in the t-axis, we will get the discrete wavelet function:
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.(t) = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.Ψ(Fel! Hittar inte
referenskälla.(t-k)),
j, k∈Z
(2.12)
After the above explanation, the definition of the WT will be given in the below:
When the Ψ(t)∈L2 (R), (L2 (R) is the vector space of Ψ(t), R is the set of real
number), >1, (t) = Ψ((t-k)), j, k∈Z, then the DWT of ƒ(t):
Wƒ (j,k) = [ Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla., ƒ(t) ] = Fel! Hittar inte
referenskälla.
(2.13)
Although there are still a lot of forms of the WT, they all come from the CWT and
DWT, and they will not be introduced here. The readers are interested in the thesis
can find them easily.
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2.2 Comparison with the DFT, FFT
2.2.1 Compare with the DFT
The DFT has a long history as a powerful tool for addressing signal processing
challenges. DFT is based on the relationship between the cycle sequence and the finite
sequence, through a periodic sequence of discrete Fourier series representation of the
type derived finite-length sequence of discrete frequency-domain representation.
The main different parts between the DFT and WT are that the WT can capture the
localized feature which is the frequency spectrum of a small time segment and while
the DFT only offer the global feature that will analysis the global frequency spectrum.
Second point is that the computation time which is N for the WT and NlogN for the
DFT. The third dissimilarity will be given here is that the different of the energy
distribution, according to the diagram, with the coefficient ascend, the energy
percentage of the DWT descend slightly while the DFT descend firstly then increases
dramatically.

Figure 2.2.1 energy distributed of the DFT and DWT [7]

2.2.2 Compare with the FFT
To approximate a function by samples, and to approximate the Fourier integral by the
DFT, requires applying a matrix whose order is the number sample points n: Since
multiplying an N·N matrix by a vector costs on the order of n2 arithmetic operations,
the problem gets quickly worse as the number of sample points increases. However, if
the samples are uniformly spaced, then the Fourier matrix can be factored into a
product of just a few sparse matrices, and the resulting factors can be applied to a
vector in a total of order n log n arithmetic operations. This is the so-called fast
Fourier transform or FFT.
15

The most interesting dissimilarity between these two kinds of transforms is that
individual wavelet functions are localized in time. Fourier sine and cosine functions
are not. This localization feature, along with wavelets’ localization of frequency,
makes many functions and operators using wavelets “sparse” when transformed into
the wavelet domain. [29] This sparseness, in turn, results in a number of useful
applications such as data compression, detecting features in images, and removing
noise from time series.

3 Introduction to the KLT
3.1 Mathematic description of the KLT
Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) which was built on statistical-based properties.
The outstanding advantage of KLT is a good de-correlation. In the MSE (Mean
Square Error) sense, it is the best transform, and it has an important position in the
data compression technology.
KLT has four characteristics [14]:
1. De-correlation. After transform the weight if vector signal Y unrelated.
2. Energy concentration. After transform of N-dimensional vector signal, the
maximum variance is in the former of M lower sub-vector.
3. Under measuring of the MSE, the distortion is less than other transform. It is
the sum of the sub-vectors which were omitted.
4. No quick algorithm and the different signal sample collection has different
transformation matrix. (it is the shortcoming of KLT)
Before the KLT introduction, the orthogonal transform and eliminate correlation will
be discussed firstly as the basic of the KLT.
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3.1.1 Orthogonal transform and eliminate correlation.[15]
Suppose random vectors of L:
X k  [ x1k x2k x3k ...x Nk ]T , k  1,2,3..., L

Followings are 4 sample vectors:
X 1  [0 0 0]T
X 2  [1 0 0]T
X 3  [1 1 0]T
X 4  [1 0 1]T
Then its mean vector can be written as:

M X  E{ X } 

1 L
1
X k  [3 1 1]T

L k 1
4

Where E{.} means "expected value", the subscript x means that M x corresponds to a
set of random vectors. Covariance matrix which corresponds to the random vectors
below:

 X  E{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } 
 11  12 ... 1N

 21  22 ... 2N
 .
.
.

.
.
 .
 .
.
.

 N 1  N2 ... NN

1 1
 X K X KT  M X M XT
L K 1











Where,
element  ii : the variance of vector xi is made up of the i-th sub-vector of each
vector; element  ij :the covariance between the vector xi of i-th sub-vector and the
vector x j of j-th sub-vector. If xi and x j is not correlation, then the covariance is 0,
corresponding  ij   ji  0 .
X is N-order, so the



X

is N·N-order. This matrix is real symmetric matrix [16].
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The 5 elements of the above example:
1
4
3* 3 3
1
 [0 * 0  1*1  1*1  1*1] 

4
16 16
1
 12  ( x11 x12  x12 x22  x13 x23  x14 x24 )  m1m2
4
3 *1 1
1
 [ 0 * 0  1 * 0  1 *1  1 * 0] 

16 16
4
1
 32  ( x31 x12  x32 x22  x33 x23  x34 x24 )  m3 m2
4
1*1
1
1
 [0 * 0  0 * 0  1* 0  0 *1] 

16
16
4
1 *1 3
1
 33  [0 * 0  0 * 0  0 * 0  1*1] 

16 16
4
1 *1
1
1
 23  [0 * 0  0 * 0  1* 0  0 *1] 

16
16
4

 11  ( x11 x11  x12 x12  x13 x13  x14 x14 )  m1m1

Therefore:

 11  12  13 
3 1 1  a
1 


 X   21  22  23   16 1 3  1  0
 31  32  33 
1  1 3 0

0
b
0

0
0 
c 

Then:
The 3 new vectors consist of each random vector corresponding three sub-vector
those has the same variance. New vector x1and x2 , x1and x3 are positive correlation
and are negative correlation.
After the above mathematic explanation, in the next step the concept of the KLT will
be given in the following thesis.

3.1.2 Karhunen-Loeve Transform
KLT is an eigenvectors-based transform. Before given the definition of the KLT, the
concept of the eigenvalue will illustrated in advance. Eigenvalue means when every
diagonal element minus itself, it will become singular matrix. And if the matrix is
singular, then at least one of the N eigenvalues is zero.
If A is a N·N matrix, which has N scalars i , i=1, 2, 3,..., N. Then can get the
following eigen equation A  i I  0,
18

0
1
 .



.  : is the unitary matrix.
Then i is the eigenvalue of matrix A, and I  


. 

0
1
The eigenvectors of a square matrix are the non-zero vectors that, after being
multiplied by the matrix, remain parallel to the original vector.
Suppose every ei is N by one vectors, and satisfies

Aei  i ei
And corresponding to a eigenvalue i , then the ei is called the eigenvector of A. N
of these eigenvectors can make up of an orthogonal basis set. If A is a real symmetric
matrix, then k is also a real number.

For the one dimension KLT, we define a linear transform A, it can make any vector X
generate a new vector Y:

Y  A( X  M X ),
Here, M X is a mean vector which estimates from the sample vector of L, which is
KLT transform equation. The meaning of that is that the graphic which is transformed
is the multiplied result of centered graphic vector X  M X by transformation matrix.
Mechanics of transformation matrix A is that the eigenvector ei i=1,2,3...N of



X

 E{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } generated line vector of A; reordering the row with

the descending amplitude value of eigenvalue i , i=1,2,3...N, that is the first line is
the eigenvectors which correspond to the largest eigenvalue, and the last line
corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue.
After the given definition of KLT, the characteristics of the KLT will be introduced in
the further. Here, 3 characteristics are given in the below:
1. The typical value of Y is M Y  0 ,
Prove:
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M Y  E{Y }  E{ A( X  M X )}
 AE{ X }  AM X ( AM X  AM X )  0
After transform, the graphic vector is the random vector with desired value 0.
2. Vector Y covariance matrix is



Y

 A X AT

Prove:



Y

 E{(Y  M Y )(Y  M Y )T }

( M Y  0)

 {YY T }
 E{( AX  AM X )( AX  AM X )T }
 E{ A( X  M X )( X  M X )T AT }
 AE{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } AT
 A X AT

Each line vector of A is generated by



Y

 A X AT



X

 E{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } eigenvector, so

is a diagonal matrix.

3. Covariance matrix



Y

is a diagonal matrix
...
0 
1 0
0 

...
2




.


.




.



Y 
i



.


.



. 0 

0
...
0
N 2 



Y

is the diagonal matrix, The variance of the i-th element in the Y is the

eigenvalue along the direction of eigenvectors ei
The element out of main diagonal is 0, that is every element of vector y is not
interrelated. In another word, the random vector Y is made up of unrelated extraneous
variable. Therefore, linear transform A is eliminating the role of the correlation
between variables. Hence each i is the variance of i-th variable ( yi ) after
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transforming.

3.2 Comparison of DCT, FFT, WT
Here, KLT is going to compare with DCT, FFT and WT. The reason for choosing the
comparison with DCT is that they are orthogonal transform, and nowadays, DCT
mainly do the work of KLT which is hard to achieve. [28] For the comparison with FFT
is that the FFT is much easier to achieve and it is widely used. [5]

3.2.1 Compare with DCT
DCT which is short of Discrete Cosine Transform, it is very similar with DFT
(Discrete Fourier Transform) but it only uses real number. [17] Both KLT and DCT are
used in image processing. For the DCT, especially the DCT-II is always used to
lossless data compression for signal and image. It has an "energy concentration"
property: most the signal information tends to be concentrated in a few low-frequency
components of the DCT, approaching the KLT for signals based on certain limits of
Markov process. [18] Then its de-correlation gets close to KLT. So the DCT is almost
as good as KLT for a 1st order Markov process.
There is no fast algorithm in KLT which is a big barrier in practical application. The
DCT has a fast algorithm. Then the DCT can achieve much faster compression than
the KLT, while the DCT leads to relatively large degradation of compression quality
at the same compression ratio compared to the KLT.

3.2.2 Compare with FFT
A fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an efficient algorithm to compute the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) and its inverse. The FFT has been applied widely, such as
digital signal processing, solving partial differential equations to algorithms for quick
multiplication of large integers, and so on. Beyond the FFT, the KLT is used to extract
of weak signal from noise plus data compression. Both KLT and FFT are used to
image processing and signal processing.
The KLT is a mathematical tool superior to the FFT in that it accuracy applies to any
finite bandwidth, rather than applying to infinitely small bandwidth only (i.e. To
monochromatic signals) as the FFT does. Also, the KLT applies to both stationary and
non-stationary processes, but the FFT works only for stationary input stochastic
processes. [19] The KLT is defined for any finite time interval, but the FFT is plagued
by the "window" problems. For the KLT it needs high computational burden because
of no "fast" KLT. Comparing with FFT, it is the fast algorithm than FFT.
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3.2.3 Compare with WT
KLT is built on statistical-based properties. The WT based on waveform transform.
They are based on different foundation. The outstanding advantage of KLT is a good
de-correlation. For the WT, the basic method is used to denosing and analyze signal.
The KLT and WT are always used in signal processing. For this thesis, KLT is focused
on the reconstruction ability. And the Wavelet is focused on denoising ability.

4. Cases study of KLT and WT
According to Chapter 1.4, in this chapter will verify the denosing ability of WT and
reconstructed ability of KLT. And also compare them with the contrast transforms.

4.1 Cases study of the WT
In this part will give some cases so that can make sense that the WT is really much
better than the traditional transform algorithm. One of the classical function usually
use is the denoise function. Like the Block signal, the Bump signal and the Doppler
signal which all are classical signals when study the denoise function of an algorithm,
which is also the consensus among the engineer. [9] The reason is that they are classic
non-stationary signals. The characters of these signals are that they are changing with
the time so that it is hard to describe and processes. [10] All the results came from the
MATLAB, and the comparison data and diagram between the WT and the FFT are
also given in this thesis.
Before introducing to the cases will illustrate some useful concepts that used them
frequently during the signal analysis. The first concept is the SNR which is the short
formation of the rate of signal and noise. SNR is a measure used in science and
engineering that compares the level of a desired signal to the level of
background noise. [11] It is defined as the ratio of signal power to the noise power. A
ratio higher than 1:1 illustrates more signal than noise. While SNR is commonly
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quoted for electrical signals, it can be also applied to any other form of signals. The
mathematic description of the SNR is,
SNR = Psignal / Pnoise
(4.1)
Where, P is short for the power.
Furthermore, that can know there are a lot of mathematic formations of the SNR. In
this thesis, the given formula, in the following, is used to calculate,
SNRdB = 10log(Asignal/Anoise)2

(4.2)

Where, A is short for the amplitude.
Another important definition is the RMSE. The root-mean-square error
(RMSE) or root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) is a frequently used measure of the
differences between values predicted by a model or an estimator and the values
actually observed. [12] RMSE is a good accuracy measurement. These individual
differences are also called residuals, and the RMSE serves to aggregate them into a
single measure of predictive power. The mathematic formula is given in the
following,
RMSE=Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla. = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(4.3)
Before the simulation labs being given will introduce the WT how to denoise firstly.
In order to recover the clear signal from the signal with noise, that will use the
different characteristics of original signal and noise signal under the WT. Through the
wavelet decomposition coefficient process, we can apart the clear signal from the
noise signal. If the threshold of WT is used, it needs to rebuild the clear signal which
means filter the noise signal part.
Above is the theory part of the WT. In this paper, we can decompose the denoise
process into three parts [10]:
1. Decompose the noise signal with the WT.
Wo·y = Wo·ƒ + ơ·Wo·z
(4.5)
Where the y stands for the data vector and the ƒ stands for the real signal vector,
the z stands for Gaussian random vector.
2. Using the wavelet coefficient Wo with the threshold (see formula4.6) to process
the signal. The formation of it is that n is the sequence of data of ƒ, n=1,2,3…
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.=   2 log(n) / n

(4.6).

Which is also been used in this essay.
3. To rebuild the clear signal use the processing wavelet coefficient Wo with inverse
transform. And then we can gEt the clear signal.
= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.·Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.·Fel!
Hittar inte referenskälla.
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(4.7)

In all the three cases, which are given in the below, are simulating in the MATLAB.
Thanks to the powerful Wavelet toolbox in the MATLAB, it helps to do these jobs
more efficiently. In the MATLAB wavelet toolbox, there are four formations of
threshold can be used in the function wden which is used to denoise. The wden is a
one-dimensional de-noising function.
[XD, CXD, LXD] = wden(X, TPTR, SORH, SCAL, N, 'wname')
Return a denoised version XD of input signal X obtained by threshold the wavelet
coefficients. Additional output arguments [CXD, LXD] are the wavelet decomposition
structure. TPTR string contains the thresholds [4] selection rule:



'rigrsure' uses the principle of Stein's Unbiased Risk.
'heursure' is an heuristic variant of the first option.



'sqtwolog' for the universal threshold



'minimaxi' for mini and max threshold



SCAL defines multiplicative threshold rescaling. 'one' for no rescaling. 'sln' for
rescaling using a single estimation of level noise based on first-level coefficients.
'mln' for rescaling done using level-dependent estimation of level noise. Wavelet
decomposition is performed at level N and 'wname' is a string containing the name of
the desired orthogonal wavelet. More detail of the denoise part can be found in the
MATLAB. Last point to announce here is that the noise generation. The wnoise
function is used in the wavelet toolbox to generate the noise signal. The wnoise is a
very convenient function to generate the test signal. The formation of wnoise in the
MATLAB is given like this X = wnoise (FUN, N). It returns values of the test signal
given by FUN, on a 2N grid of [0,1]. Where the FUN here stands for the six test signal
(it is showed below) when check the denoise ability of the WT.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

FUN = 1 or 'blocks'
FUN = 2 or 'bumps'
FUN = 3 or 'heavy sine'
FUN = 4 or 'doppler'
FUN = 5 or 'quadchirp'
FUN = 6 or 'mishmash'

The N stands for the SNR of the white noise. The value is between 0 and 1. In the
next three sections, the denoise ability of WT will be given.
FFT is used to process signal, then sending the data which is processed to low pass
filter. The low pass filter is the low-pass filter which offered by MATLAB.
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In the next section, three 1D signals will be test to verify the denoise ability of the
WT.

4.1.1 WT on Block signal with white noise
The first case will examine the denoise ability of the WT on the Block signal. The
block signal is a common signal which is used to test the wavelet denoising ability.

Figure4.1 denoise ability test on Block signal
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From the four pictures, it is easy to find that the signal which is denoised by the WT is
much better than the signal processed by the FFT. Not only from the result pictures
but also the proof from the data, SNR and RMSE. In the below table, we can find that
both the SNR and RMSE data of the WT are much better than the FFT.
Items

WT

FFT

RMSE

0.8354

1.5539

SNR

33.9633

21.5515

Table 4.1 SNR and RMSE on the block signal

Also use the power spectrum of the signal to prove the conclusion that got in the
former data and graphics. The Welch method is choosing to estimate the power
spectrum of the signal. The reason is quite simple. All the white noise signals are
generated by random. And Welch method has excellent performance of the random
signals. [13] The y-axis of this spectrum is power/ frequency (dB/Hz).

Figure4.2 Welch PSD of Block case

The above picture shows the result obviously. Form the 100Hz in the axis-Frequency,
the PSD of FFT is much worse than the WT and it fluctuate significantly from the
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250Hz. Here OS is short for the original signal. And it is also easy to find that the
spectrum of the FFT after 250Hz is close to the 50dB but the OS and WT is close to
the 40dB. After 250Hz, the spectrum of FFT is not as steady as the WT and OS. And
it should be combined with the SNR, RMSE values and processed picture. It is easy to
conclude that in the Block signal case, the denoise ability of WT is much better than
the FFT.

4.1.2 WT on Bump signal with white noise
In the second case will examine the denoise ability of the WT on the Bump signal.
The Bump signal is also a common signal which is used to test the wavelet denoise
ability.
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Figure4.3 denoise ability test on Bump signal

From the four pictures, it is easy to find that the signal which is denoised by the WT is
very close to the original signal. Not only from the result pictures but also the proof
from the data, SNR and RMSE. In the below table, we can find that both the SNR and
RMSE data of the WT are much better than the FFT.
items

WT

FFT

RMSE

0.9879

1.5418

SNR

26.3377

17.4350

Table 4.2 SNR and RMSE on the bump signal
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Figure4.4 Welch PSD of Bump case
The above picture shows the result obviously. From 50Hz to 100Hz, and 125Hz to 150Hz, the
values all are closed to OS, also the value in the point of 200Hz. And it also should be

combined with the processed picture, SNR and RMSE. It is easy to conclude that in
the Bump signal case, the denoise ability of WT is better than the FFT, but some
points are not achieved.
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4.1.3 WT on Doppler signal with white noise
The third case test the denoise ability of the WT on the Doppler signal. The Doppler
signal is a common signal which is used to test the wavelet de-noising ability.

Figure4.5 denoise ability test on Doppler signal

From the four pictures, it is easy to find that the signal which is denoised by the WT is
much better than the signal processed by the FFT. Not only from the result pictures
but also the proof from the data, SNR and RMSE. In the below table, we can find that
both the SNR and RMSE data of the WT are much better than the FFT.
items

WT

FFT

RMSE

0.8179

1.4239

SNR

27.2940

16.2056

Table 4.3 SNR and RMSE on the Doppler signal

We can also use the power spectrum of the signal to prove the conclusion that we got
in the former data and graphics. We choose the Welch method to estimate the power
spectrum of the signals. The reason is as same as the former two cases that the white
noise signals are generated by random. And Welch method has excellent performance
of the random signal.
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Figure4.6 Welch PSD of Doppler case
Compare with the previous signal (Block signal and Bump signal), this one is not
good. In the point 50 and 200, it has the same value with OS. But it is not very big
gap between each one. Although the trend of WT is not steady as the former two cases,
combining with processed pictures, SNR and RMSE, it is easy to conclude that in the
Doppler signal case, the denoise ability of WT is better than the FFT.
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4.2 Case study of the KLT
In the KLT part will investigate the signal reconstruction ability of KLT, which
illustrates its significant ability of the de-correlation. In the three cases, the first two
cases are the single signal, sine signal and the white noise signal. The double signals
will be provided in the last case. In all of these three cases, the KLT will be compared
with the DFT and the DCT. The reason that we choose this hand is that these features
of the KLT will be used in the combination part. The reason that we choose DCT and
DFT is quite simple. Turn to the signal choice, sine signal is classical periodic signal
while white noise is the classical random signal. It is easy to analyze the periodic
signal but hard to analyze the non-periodic signal. And the in the double part, random
signal can disturb the transform to analyze the principal components. [20] So that is
why we depart the cases study into three parts to test the ability of the KLT.
Before starting the case simulation experiments, there are some useful tools in the
MATLAB which are necessary to announce in advance. The first useful tool will
introduce is the xcorr. The xcorr estimates the cross-correlation sequence of a random
process. Autocorrelation is handled as a special case. [21] The true cross-correlation
sequence is
Rxy (m) = E { Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.} = E { Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.}
Where xn and yn are stationary random processes, −∞ < n < ∞, and E {·} is the
expected value. xcorr must estimate the sequence because only a finite segment of
one realization of the infinite-length random process is available.
The second and also the last function that announce in advance here is the function of
corrcoef. The corrcoef is correlation coefficients, which is used to calculate the
covariance of the two matrixs. This function will help us verify that the similar level
between the original signal and the reconstructed signal. In the MATLAB, it returns a
matrix R of correlation coefficients calculated from an input matrix X whose rows are
observations and whose columns are variables. The matrix R = corrcoef(X) is related
to the covariance matrix C = cov(X) by
R( i j) = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
corrcoef(X) is the zero lag of the normalized covariance function, that is, the zero lag
of xcov(x,'coeff') packed into a square array.
The processing of the KLT has already discussed in the mathematic part, here will not
be repeated. Only some points we need to announce here. Firstly, the singular value
decomposition processing of the KLT will be solved by the function of svd (singular
value decomposition). And secondly the FFT will be instead of the DFT which can
make the programming easily and have no influence to the results.
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4.2.1 KLT on the single sine signal
In the sine signal case that will use the MTALAB to generate a sine signal like this:
f=0.1;
N=99;k=0:N;
x=sin(2*pi*f*k);

Where, the codes mean that generate a 100 points signal which the frequency is 10Hz.
Investigate the ability of the reconstructed signal which is mainly applying in the
signal compression and transposition. The biggest advantage of these three transform
is that they do not need all of this 100 points so that they can rebuild the signal. Than
through these three sentences in the MATLAB to change point that needed,
yy(1:30)=y(1:30)
ydct(1:30)=xx2(1:30)
ydft(1:30)=xx3(1:30)
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RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

Table 4.4 Frequency 10Hz with 30, 20 and 10 points
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RKLT means the signal related coefficient which transformed by KLT. RDCT and RDFT
have the same meaning that the signal related coefficient transformed by DCT and
DFT separately. The data get through the R= corrcoe f (in the above table4.1)
function. If all the numbers in the matrix R is 1.000 which means there is no different
between the reconstructed signal and the original signal. And the tag in the picture can
also be used. Following the given tags, the trend of the reconstructed signal can be
compared with the original signal.
From the table 4.4, compare with the data calculated by MATLAB. When use 30
points to rebuild the signal, the result that the DFT plays the worst while it seems that
there is no different between the KLT and the DCT. From the data can see that even
the signal processed by the KLT and DCT looks the same but the still different, and
from the picture they looks the same, but the data of R is different.
After descend the points with 20 points that will use to rebuild the signal. From the
figure can know the different between the three algorithms is becoming bigger. In the
peaks, the DCT do not play as well as the 30 points lab.
In the 10 points simulated, there is no doubt that the KLT is the best transform of the
three.

4.2.2 KLT on the single signal white noise
The white noise case will use the MTALAB to generate a white noise like this:
f=0.1;
N=99;k=0:N;
x=f*randn(1,1+N);

Where, the codes mean that generate a 100 points white noise signal. Investigate the
ability of the reconstructed signal which is mainly applying in the signal compression
and transposition which means we need less memory and cost to do this job.
Than through these three sentences in the MATLAB to change point that needed,
yy(1:30)=y(1:30)
ydct(1:30)=xx2(1:30)
ydft(1:30)=xx3(1:30)
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RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

Table 4.5 Frequency 10Hz with 30, 20 and 10 points
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It get them through the R= corrcoe f function. If all the numbers in the matrix R is
1.000 which means there is no different between the reconstructed signal and the
original signal. And the tag in the picture can also be used. Following the given tags,
the trend of the reconstructed signal can be compared with the original signal.
In the table 4.5, when the 30 points is used to rebuild the signal, in the figure can find
that the result that the DFT and the DCT play worse than KLT. From the data know
that the signal processed by the DFT and DCT looks the same in the noise lab. The
KLT is better.
After descend the points with 20 points that use to rebuild the signal, and see the
different between the three algorithms is becoming bigger. The DCT and DFT still
play as bad as the 30 points lab while it has less change in KLT. As for the correlation
coefficients part, the distance is obvious with the data.
In the 10 points simulation, it still seems that the KLT is the best transform of the
three according to the data and figure in the table.

4.2.3 KLT on the double signals sine adding noise
The sine signal case will use the MTALAB to generate a sine signal like this:
f=0.1;
N=99;k=0:N;
x=sin(2*pi*f*k)+randn(1,1+N);

Where, the codes mean that generate a 100 points signal which the frequency is 10Hz
with the random white noise. Investigate the ability of the reconstructed signal which
is mainly applying in the signal compression and transposition.
Than through these three sentences in the MATLAB to change point that needed,
yy(1:30)=y(1:30)
ydct(1:30)=xx2(1:30)
ydft(1:30)=xx3(1:30)
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RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

RKLT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDCT = Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
RDFT= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.

Table 4.6 Frequency 10Hz with 30, 20 and 10 points
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It get them through the R= corrcoe f function. If all the numbers in the matrix R are
1.000 which means there is no different between the reconstructed signal and the
original signal. And the tag in the picture can also be used. Following the given tags,
the trend of the reconstructed signal can be compared with the original signal.
From the table 4.6 can know when use 30 point to rebuild the signal will find the
result that the DCT and DFT play better that their performance in the last lab. And
from the data of 30 points find that even the signal processed by the DFT and DCT
looks the same but still different. The KLT is still better.
After descend the points with 20 points that will use to rebuild the signal that shows
the different among three algorithms is becoming bigger. The distance is also
obviously in the correlation coefficients part.
In the 10 points simulated, there is no doubt that the KLT is the best transform of the
three with the correlation coefficients.

4.3 Cases study summary
Firstly, let’s talk about the WT part. From the above cases simulation results, the first
conclusion is that to point out here is that the denoise ability of the WT is much than
the tradition FFT. The signal can get much higher SNR and lower RMSE after the WT
processed than the FFT did. The second conclusion is that the signal’s PSD after
processing is much closer to the original signal’s PSD. Last conclusion should notice
that the WT expressed much accuracy than the FFT in the whole frequency range
from the PSD figures in the Chapter 4.1, while the FFT is not accuracy as the same as
WT in the low or high frequency range.
Then it is the KLT part. From the above cases simulation results, summarize some
useful conclusions. The first conclusion to point out here is that the reconstruction
ability of the KLT is much than the tradition transforms, like DFT and DCT. The
signal can get much closer reconstruction after the KLT processed than the other two
transforms did. The second conclusion is that the KLT can keep much more
information about original signal with less sampled points than the other two
transforms. Last conclusion should notice that the energy of the processed signal
descend with the sampled points offered decreasing. But the KLT can keep much
more energy or lose smaller energy with the decreasing sampled points than the other
transform did. That is also why the KLT can be called the best transform for
compression.
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5. Jointly algorithm combined WT and KLT
5.1 Jointly algorithm overview
This part is discussing the jointly algorithm which combined the WT with the KLT.
The former part have already discuss the denoise ability of the WT and the
reconstructed ability of KLT. And the simulated results of this two transform support
the conclusion that the WT showed an excellent performance in the denoise field
while KLT showed a good performance in the signal reconstructed ability. See
conclusions in the cases study summary in each chapter. In this part, will combine the
advantages of these two transforms and verify it works so that it can used to deal with
the practical issues.
The principle of this joint algorithm is very simple. Just need them to do what they are
good at. Firstly, discussing what KLT will do in the combination algorithm. This part
is mainly use KLT to compute the covariance matrix and then use it to rebuild after
de-noising by WT. One point need to announce here firstly is that in this part the PCA
function is used to instead of the whole KLT codec which is much easy to realize in
the MATLAB. It will not influence the result, because the PCA and KLT actually is
the same in this paper. [22] And the principal components analysis is also a main
function of KLT. The PCA, in this part, will compute the covariance matrix. The
process is to transform a given data set X of dimension M to an alternative data
set Y of smaller dimension L, where Y is the KLT of matrix X. [23] From the process
we can find that the PCA can be judged as the same as KLT in this paper. The reason
for implemented the KLT in the KLT cases following the steps given in the KLT
mathematics
description,
because
of
needing
to
verify
the
mathematic describable work. After that, believing it actually works, so the PCA
function offered in the MATLAB is the best and most reliable way to implement the
jointly transform.
Secondly, discussing what WT will do in this part. Use the same way in the Chapter
4.1 to denoise, which is called wavelet threshold. In the Chapter 4.1 give the formula
of it. To avoid repeating, it is not introduced again here. But discuss the mainly image
processing steps of it. In the Chapter 4.1, their already tested it work in 1D signal.
Now, introduce how it works in 2D signal (the picture). Firstly, transform the picture
into double data vector matrix. And then denoise on the horizon, diagonal, vertical
vectors as the same as 1D WT did. The principle to denoise is that get out the high
frequency through controlling the value of the threshold. (In this paper, we will use
the threshold method researched by David L. Donoho, reference. [10] According to
different singnal, the threshold will not change. Only the data in the each point will
not the same when computation. And at last they will give a reslut of the signal by
using integral.) After that, use the inverse WT to rebuild the signal. But in this part the
reconstruction work will be done by KLT.
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In the last, introduce the mainly steps of the whole jointly algorithm. Firstly, transfer
the picture into vector matrix then the KLT will calculate the covariance matrix to
show its significant ability of de-correlation. After that, the matrix will be given to the
WT to do the de-noising. In the end, the de-nosing matrix will be reconstructed to the
picture by KLT. Below is the flow chart of the WT&KLT.
Picture

Picture Matrix
KLT
Covariance Matrix
KLT get all eigenvalues
Eigenvalues (selected according to contributed rate)

WT denoising(Horizontal, vertical, diagonal)

Covariance Matrix
Inverse KLT
Picture Matrix

Picture
The flow chart of WT&KLT (The detail explanation in chapter 5.2)

The detail of the every step has been explained in the Chapter 3.1 and Chapter 2.1,
there are also some explanations in the next section. One marked advantage of this
algorithm is that the processed picture can get highest PSNR among the WT, KLT,
and WT&KLT. Another marked advantage of this algorithm is that we can descend
the dimensions of the image and the dimensions of the image in the three directions
(horizontal, vertical, diagonal) also be descend. So the workload of WT is not as
heavy as the WT processing alone. We can also give the flow charts of WT and KLT
alone in the below.
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Picture

Picture

Picture Matrix

Picture Matrix

WT denoising(Horizontal, vertical, diagonal)

Covariance Matrix(KLT)

Picture Matrix

Picture Matrix

Picture

Picture

The flow of WT alone

The flow of KLT alone
Picture

Sample frequency

FFT

Low-pass Filter

iFFT

Picture

The flow of the FFT alone
In the next section will introduce the details of WT denoise and KLT firstly, then is
the details of jointly algorithm in the MATLAB. The below picture is choose
randomly as the test picture. The alone WT and KLT denoise picture will also be
given to compare with the jointly algorithm.
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5.1.1 Jointly algorithm compare with FFT
The meaning of the jointly algorithm is that it offered a new way but maybe not the
best way to process image. This is a good try. And according to the mathematics of
the jointly algorithm, it has the following advantages:
1. Because the jointly algorithm is based on the WT and KLT, which means it has
more widely range than FFT. The reason is the FFT of the signal must exist and it also
needed to design the filter to fit the condition. The KLT is based on the statistics, it do
not need some special terms. And the WT is just deal with the matrix that be
processed by KLT.
2. Turn to the wavelet part, it was much faster than FFT. [26]
3. Turn to the KLT, KLT applies to both stationary and non-stationary processes, but
the FFT works only for stationary input stochastic processes. [19]
4. This algorithm mainly can offer special requirements of signal processing. For
example, we need analyze or denoise part of the signal, this is what FFT cannot. [27]
5. FFT needs more data to rebuild the signal but our WT&KLT do not. See the
simulation in Chapter 4.2.
This thesis mainly focused on the problem how to combine so the comparison
simulation with FFT will be given in chapter 5.3. Compare the mathematics
description and read the references to confirm the above conclusion which is already
proved in it.

5.1.2 Jointly algorithm compare with WT
According to the flow chart in the previous chapter, the different points between the
WT&KLT and WT are that WT processes the picture directly and rebuilds the picture
by the inverse WT. While the WT&KLT processes the covariance matrix getting from
the picture matrix so that the WT de-noising part will do less work than WT alone.
More details can be found in the Chapter 2.1 and next chapter.

5.1.3 Jointly algorithm compare with KLT
According to the flow chart of KLT in the previous chapter, the different point
between the WT&KLT and KLT are that KLT just processed the picture through the
covariance matrix and do not denoise the through the horizontal, vertical, diagonal
directions. But the WT&KLT gives the covariance matrix to the WT to do de-nosing.
More details can be found in the Chapter 3.1 and next chapter.
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5.2 Details of the joint algorithm.
Firstly, need to do some previous work on the picture which will convert the picture in
to gray. Because it is hard to indentify the denoise effect by man’s eyes. Of course,
after the processing, change the color back if needed. The following formula is used
to do this work.
0.2989 * R + 0.5870 * G + 0.1140 * B
Where, R, G, B stand for the RGB value in the picture.
After that, convert the image into matrix data and then use the WT and KLT to
process the picture. The SNR also can be changed. After the above work, the paper
will get the picture (Figure5.2) with white noise. You can find there are much “white
points” in the noise picture, which are noise in fact. The original picture also is given.

Figure 5.1 test picture

Figure5.2 noise picture

Then use the functions from Wavelet Toolbox in the MATLAB to denoise the noisy
picture. The denoise principle is very easy. Firstly, transform the picture into double
data vector matrix. And then denoise on the horizon, diagonal, vertical vectors. And
then following the same three steps offer in the Chapter 4.1 or reference. [10] We can
decompose the denoise process into three parts:
1. Decompose the noise signal with the WT.
Wo·y = Wo·ƒ + ơ·Wo·z
(5.1)
Where the y stands for the data vector and the ƒ stands for the real signal vector,
the z stands for Gaussian random vector.
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2. Using the wavelet coefficient Wo with the threshold (see formula4.6) to process
the signal. And we use n to stand for the number of data in a noisy signal, and also
we assume that the value of n belongs to the data sequence ƒ. The n differs
between different noisy signals. A lager signal bears a larger n and a small signal
bears a small n.
=   2 log(n) / n

(5.2)

Where n is equal to ƒ multiplied the picture matrix. And ƒ is the signal vector.
3. To rebuild the clear signal use the processing wavelet coefficient Wo with
inverse transform. And then get the clear signal.
Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.= Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.·Fel!
Hittar inte referenskälla.·Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.
(5.3)
This the wavelet denoise alone process. But in the combination part, it would be
different, because the WT do not need process the vector matrix by itself. WT only
need to get the covariance matrix from the KLT and denosing them then give the
matrix back to the KLT. In the last the KLT will rebuild the picture.
So now, after the WT denoise part we need to turn to the KLT part. KLT is used to
reconstruct the picture. In the jointly part we mainly use it to descend the dimensions
of the picture and rebuild the picture.
Firstly, get the covariance matrix. According to the mathematics description in
Chapter 3, calculate it like this:
Vector Y covariance matrix is



Y

 A X AT

Prove:



Y

 E{(Y  M Y )(Y  M Y )T }

( M Y  0)

 {YY T }
 E{( AX  AM X )( AX  AM X )T }
 E{ A( X  M X )( X  M X )T AT }
 AE{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } AT
 A X AT

Each line vector of A is generated by



Y

 A X AT



X

 E{( X  M X )( X  M X )T } eigenvector, so

is a diagonal matrix.
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Then, use the covariance to do the KLT get the eigenvalues (see detail explanation in
chapter 3.1.2). In the last, we use the eigenvalue to make a new covariance matrix.
The number of eigenvalues we keep is dependent on the contributed rate set.
Normally, the contributed rate is 0.99. The formula of contributed rate is given in the
below,
i

r <=

l

n
n  l arg est
l arg est

(5.4)

l

n
n  smallest

Where r means the contributed rate, l l arg est , l smallest and li are eigenvalues. And i is
the smallest integer that satisfies the above formula.
And finally get the new covariance matrix, in the KLT reconstruction simulation can
use the matrix directly to rebuild the image, but now offer the matrix to the WT to
denoise, which has much less dimensions. So it is the key point that connected the
two transforms.
Before start the simulation, will introduce a new concept that is well known as PSNR.
The phrase peak signal-to-noise ratio, often abbreviated PSNR, is an engineering term
for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of
corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. [25] The PSNR is most
commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of lossy
compression codecs (e.g., for image compression). The signal in this case is the
original data, and the noise is the error introduced by compression. Therefore in some
cases one reconstruction may appear to be closer to the original than another, even
though it has a lower PSNR (a higher PSNR would normally indicate that the
reconstruction is of higher quality).The formula that we use in this paper to calculate
is given;
PSNR = 10

(5.5)

In the next section, we will give the different simulations under the different SNR
value.
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6. Simulation Results
Simulate two groups to verify that the joint algorithm is worked. The first group is
with SNR=5dB white noise while the second is 10dB. After each picture has simple
notices, and after every group has comments about the group results.

Figure 5.2 Noise picture (SNR=5dB)
The first group results are given:

Denoise by WT

Denoise by KLT
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Denoise by WT&KLT
Denoise by FFT
Figure 5.3 group picture (SNR=5dB)
The picture of butterfly is processed by the WT&KLT, it shows that there are less
white points (the noise) in the picture. The picture of butterfly t is processed by WT,
comparing with the WT&KLT, it is worse. In the edge of this picture and the center of
the butterfly (the black part), the picture processed by WT&KLT was darker than the
WT. That is easy to compare and give results. Above the last is processed by FFT. It is
similar to KLT, but worse than WT&KLT.
The first group pictures show us that the KLT and WT combination algorithm is much
better that the WT, and WT is better than KLT. Because there are less white points in
it, and thanks to the least loss transform KLT, the edge details is also clear than the
WT only that according to the original site picture provided by the MATLAB. The
denoise ability of KLT is much limited, because the KLT denoise ability is just the
accessory during the de-correlation and cannot be control as accuracy as WT did, but
it can be found that it was most close to the noise picture.
Now, let's change the SNR of the test picture.
Below is the pictures with SNR=10dB, the second photo group.

Figure5.6 (SNR=10dB)
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Below picture is the picture with 10dB white noise.

Denoise by WT

Denoise by KLT

Denoise by WT&KLT

De-noise by FFT

5.4 photo group (SNR=10dB)
The picture of butterfly in southwest is processed by WT&KLT that there are very
few white points in the picture. The de-noising and reconstruction ability is very good
under this condition. The picture of butterfly in northwest is processed by the WT
alone, Comparing with the WT&KLT, there are too many white points in the picture.
It was much worse than the jointly algorithm. The picture of butterfly in southwest is
processed by KLT. It seemed no change with the noise picture. And the last is
processed by FFT. It is similar to KLT, but worse than WT&KLT.
From the second group figures above, find that because of the higher SNR, the white
points of all the processed pictures are less than the SNR=5dB. But the details of the
WT and KLT alone are still worse than the WT and KLT jointly algorithm. For
example, to compare the white points in the shadow parts in the pictures. And the
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center black part of the butterfly, it is not cleat than using the transforms alone. In the
KLT&WT processed picture became foggier than the KLT and WT alone.
After comparing with the result with each picture directly, there is also some more
powerful evidence to support our work. Here is a table show you some data from the
simulation labs. From the PSNR, dimensions of matrix need to be done and the
dimensions of 3 directions (horizontal, vertical, diagonal) matrix, it is not hard to find
all the items of WT&KLT is better than the WT and KLT, because of less dimensions
matrix used.
PSNR(dB)
Dimensions of Dimensions of 3
Items:
matrix to be directions
SNR=5dB
matrix
processed
Noise signal
58.7811
450*450
N/A
FFT

60.6844

450*450

N/A

KLT

59.7414

450*175

N/A

WT

60.3759

1*227772

126*126

WT&KLT

62.1798

1*97326

126*58

PSNR(dB)
SNR=10dB

Dimensions
matrix to
processed

of Dimensions of 3
be directions
matrix

Noise signal

63.7498

450*450

N/A

FFT

64.5284

450*450

N/A

KLT

64.7577

450*175

N/A

WT

67.7279

1*227772

126*126

WT&KLT

69.6128

1*41994

126*29

Table5.1 experiment data table
Dimensions of matrix to be processed means the picture matrix need to be processed
in the de-noising part. From the table5.1 can find that the PSNR which is calculated
by formula (5.1) is higher one by one which also supported the directly judgment of
picture results. Because the jointly algorithm is not combined very tightly. It is easy to
find that it seems the increase dB is the addition of WT and KLT processing alone.
The results also can be found that the dimensions of the matrix of WT&KLT are much
less than it used in the WT alone. This advantage is contributed to the significant
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de-correlation of KLT. And the dimensions of 3 directions matrix also showed the
results that have descended in the dimensions of the matrix need to be processed.

7. Conclusion
After study of these weeks, we have had an initial awareness and understanding of
WT and KLT. The following is a briefly summary of these two transforms and is also
the summary of these days work.
In the experimental simulation results, we can clearly see that in a variety of signals
curve, the WT has a good performance of denoising Relative to the Fourier transform,
no matter in the denoise perception and denoise noise ratio, it has a large gap between
WT. Sometime in the power spectrum, it is very close to the clean signal, but in noise
ratio and image contrast is still cannot compare with WT.
In the thesis, the second signal processing algorithm is KLT. The thesis through
comparing of KLT, DCT (discrete cosine transform) and DFT (discrete Fourier
transform) of signal rebuild, to compare to each other between the KLT and the ability
of re-establish signal. Under the few frequencies, the KLT is the best one. This is also
proves the previous conclusion, KLT has a good de-correlation and a high energy
concentration.
The last part of thesis is to achieve the WT and KLT joint de-noising. The main
function we have achieved is image denoise processing. Through high frequency,
medium frequency and low frequency processing, and then though a series of
comparison tests, we get the best one is WT and KLT joint de-noising, and its PSNR
(peak signal to noise ratio) is the highest. And in decreasing the computational
dimensions, it has been greatly improved, achieving the KLT simplify, reducing the
difficulty of calculation and also reduce the application needs, increasing the scope of
application of the KLT. All in all, it is not hard to conclude that the joint algorithm is
executable and better that the WT and KLT using alone from the both groups. And the
results also achieve the goals that set before, which are getting higher PSNR, lower
dimensions of matrix need to be processed, and lower dimensions of 3 directions of
the covariance matrix. The advantages of WT and KLT have been achieved in the
jointly algorithm, which are present when they processed alone.
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8. Future work
In the thesis, we achieve the WT and KLT joint de-noising. The paper also gets the
emulation result as we needed. The emulation result shows that this proposal is
feasible. It reduces the biggest using hindrance of KLT-dimension calculation. In the
actual project, WT and KLT are all have a wide application area, we believe that in
the near future, these two algorithms will have a more excellent performance than
mainstream algorithm (Fourier transform) now.
Actually the work can be done much more in the future work. Thus, to satisfy more
needs and achieve more widely processing range. Through this joint algorithm, we
can test with many different signals, many different filters and with different SNR.
And we also can transplant it into the chip system, achieving the use in the practical
engineering. After integrated into chip system, the joint algorithm will have a broader
application prospects, for instance, image denoise, image fusion, face recognition and
so on. But the problem here is that, digital signal processing in chip is a difficulty
work, it should interact on the external circuitry at the same time, which requires a lot
of time to do the preparation, we also need time to debug the system, thereby perfect a
complete system, achieving the process that from the theoretical simulation to the
product application. Anyone who wants to continue working on our work can take this
as the advice.
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Appendix
The code of jointly part.
clear all;clc;
%--------make the imread pic into grayscale pic------------I=imread('page.jpg');
P=rgb2gray(I);%convert to grayscale pic
P=im2double(P);%change the init data into double data
[n,m]=size(P);
P=P(1:min(n,m),1:min(n,m));
[n,m]=size(P);
figure(1)
imshow(P);
title('original pic');
y=P;
%--------add noise to the pic------------y=y(:,1:n);
y=awgn(y,10,'measured');
figure(2)
imshow(y);
title('pic with noise');
%-----------use wavelet de-noise only---------[wc,ws]=wavedec2(y,2,'sym10');%wc is the decomposition vector matrix£¬ws
is the responding matrix
[wchd1,wchd2,wchd3]=detcoef2('all',wc,ws,2);
wnn=[1,2];%set the scale
wp=[1,2];% set the thresold
nc=wthcoef2('h',wc,ws,wnn,wp,'h');
nc=wthcoef2('v',wc,ws,wnn,wp,'h');
nc=wthcoef2('d',wc,ws,wnn,wp,'h');
wx=waverec2(nc,ws,'sym10');% matrix x after the wavelet processing
figure(3)
imshow(wx);
title('denoise pic with wavelet');
%----------PCA get the principal component-------------ave_x=mean(y');%get the mean value
ave_x=ave_x';
xx=zeros(size(y));
for i=1:n
xx(:,i)=y(:,i)-ave_x;% get the different matrix x
end
sum=0;
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for j=1:n
sum=sum+xx(:,j)*xx(:,j)'; %get the covariance matrix n*n
end
xx_cov=sum/n;
[D, V, LATENT, TSQUARED] = princomp(xx_cov);%PCA function
alpha=0;
summ=0;
beat=0.99;%set the contribution rate
for k=1:n
summ=summ+ LATENT(k);
end
for mm=1:n
if alpha<beat
alpha=alpha+LATENT(mm)/summ;
else
break;
end
end
mm=mm;

%remain number of the principal components£¬
%mm by given

vv=D(:,1:mm);
%-----------PCA processing only-----------lastP=vv*vv'*xx;
for i=1:n
yy(:,i)=lastP(:,i)+ave_x;
end;
figure(4)
imshow(yy);
title('denoise pic with KLT');
%-------wavelet processing the principal component matrix
vv---------------[h,e]=wavedec2(vv,2,'sym10');
[chd1,chd2,chd3]=detcoef2('all',h,e,2);
nn=[1,2];
p=[1,2];
pc=wthcoef2('h',h,e,nn,p,'h');
pc=wthcoef2('v',h,e,nn,p,'h');
pc=wthcoef2('d',h,e,nn,p,'h');
gg=waverec2(pc,e,'sym10');%get the low frequency part and the principal
component matrix gg
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%-----------use the matrix gg to rebuild the image-----------lastP=gg*gg'*xx;
for i=1:n
cc(:,i)=lastP(:,i)+ave_x;
end;
figure(5)
imshow(cc);
title('denoise pic with KLT and WT');
%--------PSNR--------[haha0,ww0]=Psnr1(P,y)
[haha1,ww1]=Psnr1(P,wx);
[haha2,ww2]=Psnr1(P,yy);
[haha3,ww3]=Psnr1(P,cc);
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